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War dragons atlas rider anja

I've finally scratched enough blue shards to hire a seasonal Atlas rider. I've found the honor of hunting to be pain in the neck, so I honestly don't expect to get another (if any) in the near future. So, I want to make sure I don't regret choosing a rider. I currently have these completed seasonal riders: Offensive: Oksana, Astrid, Reginald
Defensive: Bjord, Tanok Most Used Dragons: Dreth, Gunnar, Haku, Hyaku Some observations: As an F2P sub-150 my base gets stomped on for a long time. Atlas riders are not generally general riders like seasonal riders. Offensive riders have an immediate effect. I've read that Crom stat-wise is the best def rider, but I'm more willing to
become an offensive rider (of which Anja seems to be really good). Can someone help with input / suggestions / advice? Crom is a really good defensive rider. You're also right that the sub-150 even the most optimized base will still get trampled a lot. Offensively, Anja is currently the strongest atlas rider (and probably the strongest rider in
general for hunters and warriors). Https://wd.neon-wonderland.com/rider you can use this if you want to do more to compare yourself. 4 like one case where I can't have Anja is when your main attacker was the caller. He should be great attackers on you's list, and since he has enough skill points to get two of the three (witch, hunter,
warrior) branches, he can even move a little bit. Sorc branch benefits almost any dragon (except fafnyr) because rage is good for everyone, not just sorcs. Anja. There's going to be a better defensive driver next season. Thanks for the answers! I didn't watch rider stats at wd.neonwonderland before posting, not me narrowing my choices,
but all the different ways skilled riders were still distracted. What seasonal Atlas rider would you recommend to the caller? I was thinking of getting Morak. None of them, all atlas riders have a class of specific bonuses for a hunter/witch/warrior. You note that all riders listed here are season riders: Reginald is a strong choice of callers. Both
Astrid and Oksana work as well, but morak you really want to rage at Reginald too. 1 As thank you, I see that henfon referred to Anja [+other Atlas riders]. I dug deeper into the numbers to see why Anja was so good. For those who are inherently lazy like me, Sophia, Anja and the rest of the seasonal riders are: Malus, Swann and Kevana
have 130 skill points. Sophia and Anja have 190. This allows them to select 2 out of 3 end branch lines to complete. Sophia gets +1% generic HP compared to the rest. Anja gets +2% generic HP compared to the rest. Anja gets +11% hunter attack / sorc HP / warrior HP compared to Sophia who gets +10% hunter attack / sorc HP / warrior
HP. This topic was automatically closed 30 days after the last response. No new answers Allowed. By Morreion - Based on data updated 12/17/2020 (thanks to OrcaFrost and xGOxMerlin data!) From War Dragons Wiki Make sure that the workers living in their Builder's Hut slept well, the next few days will undoubtedly be eventful - this
week's event is Fortification!xNISSYxVILOSx our War Dragons Forums created this beautifully rendered concept of the art of Dragon baiting its prey using a fox-shaped tail, and it needs a name!34 tykkäystä16 commentator Current Atlas Withermoon Season ends on 18 May. Teamwork is extremely important as always, so collect troops
and set the sky for battle! This season brings gameplay balance changes to atlas as well! Be sure to read the changes near the end of this post. Atlas Withermoon Season ends December 18, 2019 at 2pm PT. All prizes must be claimed by then, as the Atlas Withermoon characters will not be available in future seasons. ATLAS
MAINTENANCE There's a small time where the event page is down to Atlas to prepare for frostwreath season launch on Thursday, December 19. In addition, players must close and reopen the atlas with some gameplay changes taking effect when the season launches. Earn more mythical tier gear you will be able to earn a more
mythical Gear Atlas Frostwreath Season. Mythical Gear is an exclusive atlas seasons. Individual mythical Gear pieces must be leveled up to level 10 to get full Attack and HP benefits (see below). Buff Percentages Full Set Maxed Out Gear: Gear Rarity Dragon/Tower Attack Buff (%) Dragon / Tower HP Buff (%) Common 10 10 Rare 20 20
Epic 40 40 Legendary 80 80 Elite 100 100 Mythical 110 110 SEASON CONTENT Branch Costs and Contents Repeatable Atlas Chest Is Available at the End of Every Mythical Branch of Gear, which allows players to spend over Atlas marks. Please note: Primarch Buff branches are excluded from the table as they remain unchanged.
Current &amp;Rewards Upcoming Season Gold Pack 666 Red Rider Shards 1054 1 Star Enable 220 Craft Scrolls 71500 12 Mr. Timers 726 Bullhorn 550 2 Star Permit 165 Breeding Permit 82500 3 Star Token 2 7 5 Chest 72 4 Star Token 550 5 Star Token 770 Handmade Shards 8,685,000 Badge Cost 1,810,875 PROGRESS Awards
Offensive Rider Gear Branches are 4 pieces elite gear in every branch building up a mythical branch. The first branch includes Gauntlets, Boots, Ring, and weapon. The other branch has a brisket, rudders, pants and a shield. The mythical branch includes Gauntlets, Boots, Ring, and Weapon. Players can choose the elements of each
piece of branch. Players will also have the option to choose a 500K craft fragment instead of any piece of Elite Gear. Protective Rider Gear branches are 4 pieces of Elite Gear in every branch building up to a mythical branch. The first branch contains Gauntlets. Ring and gun. The other branch has a brisket, rudders, pants and a shield.
The mythical branch includes brisket, rudder, trousers and a shield. Players can choose the elements of each piece of branch. Players will also have the option to choose a 500K craft fragment instead of any piece of Elite Gear. Primarch Stat Buffs can be unlocked to give their Primarchs up to +25% Attack and Defense ratings until the
end of the current Atlas Season. They apply at all primarchi levels for each Primarchi class. They remain the same from previous seasons. Anja, Stygian Tracker attuned to blistering cold Stygian waste, Anja, Stygian Tracker enters battle with Atlas this season. The environments that would bring the most hardened riders to wear are just a
spring day for him. Beware, when paired with the right dragon, it becomes a force of nature to be taken into account. Send him this season to the Blue Rider Shards for this season's Rider branch. Skill decription Skill points need skill level limit buff level per total Buff profit increase Dragon Attack 1 5 0.6 3 Dragon XP Increase Dragon XP
Profit 2 5 1 5 Dragon Training Cost dragon training cost 2 5-1-5 Dragon HP Boost Dragon HP 2 5 0.4 2 Dark Flak Tower Resist Resist Against Dark Flak Tower 3 5 1.4 7 Fire Flak Tower Resist Increase Resistance Fire Flak Tower 3 5 1.4 7 Dragon HP Increase Dragon HP 2 5 0,4 2 Hunter Dragon Attack Increases Hunter Dragon's Attack
5 5 2 10 Witch Dragon HP Increase Witch Dragon's HP 5 2 10 Warrior Dragon Attack Increase Warrior Dragon's Attack 5 2 10 Hunter Dragon Attack Increase Hunter Dragon's s Attack 5 5 2.2 11 Witch Dragon HP Increase Witch Dragon's HP 5 5 2.2 11 Warrior Dragon HP Increase Warrior Dragon HP Increase Warrior Dragon HP 5 5 2.2
11 Hunter Ammo Hunter Increase 25 1 1 Rage Regeneration Increase Rage Regeneration 5 5 2 10 Portraits Players can claim Anja Tier 1 portrait from any standard branches: Elite Gear, Rider or Primarch Buffs. Players can claim Anja's Tier 2, Tier 3 and animated portrait of either mythical Gear branches and scoring throughout the Atlas
Frostwreath Season consisting of a two-week round. At the end of each two-week round, The Leaderboard updates the Victory Points earned by the Victory Leaders based on the top 20 most valuable castles they own at that time. Victory draws every two-week round at the beginning, each castle starts with some winning points based on
the region/castle level. Higher-level castles are worth more winning points. Every time this castle is conquered during the round, its current Victory Point value is reduced to 10% i.e. 100, 90, 81, 73, 66, 59, 53, etc. Defending your castles conquerors is the best way to earn the most victory points from the castles you own at the end of each
round. Alternatively, look for and conquer the castles of the teams that threaten your team's rank in order to reduce their Victory Point potential. the value of the castle's winning point will not recover until it restores full value at the beginning of each two-week round. The castle's winning point value is visible to all Atlas players (there is no
hidden fog of war). Example: Castle X, owned by Team A, is worth 50,000 VP at the beginning of Round 1. It was conquered by Team B, and then conquered back to Team A. Round 1 ends and Team A earns 40,500 VP of this castle. When Round 2 begins, Castle X returns are worth 50,000 VP. Tiebreakers When in a tie, all the teams
involved will receive the best award in that range. For example, if the prizes are 500, 400, 300, 200 and 100 and the best scores are 1000, 1000, 800, 800, 500. The first and the other teams would get 500, the third and fourth teams would get 3rd and 300, and the fifth team would get 100. ATLAS END OF SEASON AWARDS 1. 26-50.
This is the first part of the number that will come to Atlas in the coming months. Kill Caps Kill caps for all primarchs at all levels are standardized at 15,000. Taunter Primarch Power makes bronze taunter power reduced from 150,000 to 120,000 max level. Silver 1 and 2 Taunter Capacity remain the same. Sieger Primarch Changes Siegers
must have a minimum threshold for troops with their debuff effects applied to Forts altogether. If Sieger is under this force, that effect won't be activated. Fort ATK/DEF debuff increased at all levels: Repair changes in per-level Troop Revive limit increased by 100 (50%) Old: Max Repair Limit = 48,000 + (200 * Level) New: Max Repair Limit
= 48,000 + (300 * Level) Example: Level 355 player has repair limit of 153,000 Elite impact Farmer Cap increase impact farmer cap from 2x to 3x. Tribute to the Breeding Token tribute is: Continue to be available in areas with level 2 + Will their maximum value tribute increased from 2111 to 4000. Troop Merchants: Now available in areas
with a level of 2+, which was previously 3 + Will their maximum value tribute increased from 500 to 4000. Expedite Merchants: Now available in level 2 + regions that were previously only had 4 + Did their maximum value tribute increased to 75-85 hours Bonus Earned %: %:
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